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Flatlining	Home	Study	Program		
Complete	Survey	Results	Version	2	

	
EVERY	answer	to	every	survey	ever	submitted	at	the	end	of	the	program	is	included	here.	The	

internet	is	full	of	scams,	and	I	want	you	to	know	exactly	what	people	think	of	the	program	so	you	
have	as	much	information	as	possible	in	deciding	if	it	is	right	for	you.		

	
• 59	people	have	done	the	16-week	home	study	program.		
• 13	people	total	completed	surveys	after	finishing	it.	(This	is	actually	a	great	number.	It’s	hard	to	
get	people	to	compete	surveys,	and	even	harder	to	get	them	to	finish	a	program.)	

• The	next	13	pages	contain	the	survey	responses	for	EVERY	person	literally	cut-and-pasted.	
• Nothing	was	changed	or	taken	out	of	the	responses	–	not	even	correcting	typos.	(In	some	cases	
names	were	removed	or	changed	so	as	not	to	identify	anyone.)	

• A	few	notes	were	added	which	were	put	in	brackets	and	italicized	[like	this]	
• The	responses	are	in	order	from	lowest	starting	point	on	the	emotional	scale	to	the	highest.	

	
	

Remember,	the	goal	of	the	program	is	not	to	restore	full	feeling	in	16	weeks.	This	is	too	short	a	
time.	The	goal	is	to	get	back	to	an	acceptable	level	of	feeling.	You	can	get	back	to	full	feeling	if	you	

continue	with	the	program	after	16	weeks.	
	

-	Jackie	Kelm	
	

www.AhendoniaSupport.com
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Person	A	

	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

0 4  Excellent Would definitely recommend it 

	
	

How well did 
you keep up 

with 
exercises? 

What do you plan to do going 
forward to help get your full 

range of emotions back? 

Please tell me any ideas you have for making the program better. Do you have any final comments, or 
anything else you want me to know? 

I did the 
exercises 
every week 

Contiunue doing the 
gratitude lists  Set some 
goals  Address my social and 
general anxiety and self-
esteem issues  Healthy diet 
and exercise  Hold myself 
accountable for every 
thought   

I thought the program was outstanding. It was very evident how 
much you cared about the participants and gushed about their 
progress.The mid week videos were something I looked forward 
to and kept me on track.Liz's authenticity and honesty about  her 
struggles was very refreshing and the strategies you suggested 
were helpful for me too like setting a timer.  I love the audio 
recordings-very soothing and relaxing  Maybe an inspirational 
quotes and motivational video section?  The participants in the 
video always talked about the  highlights of their week/major 
pleasures. My daily pleasures were often tiny in comparison like 
a cup of tea or I bought a cute notebook or I saw an interesting 
video on Youtube.  I think it's good to remind the home 
participants that small pleasures are perfectly valid too. My life is 
not as full and interesting as Thomas's! 

Thank you so much. I've struggled 
with depression all my life and 
often spend days in bed because I 
couldn't face life. The mental pain 
was excruciating and the thoughts 
running through my head were 
harrowing. Since embarking on the 
program, I can't remember the last 
time I had an episode. You're doing 
tremendous work and making a 
positive difference to people's 
lives. I often put Jackie Kelm on 
my gratitude list! I'm eternally 
grateful. Thank you so much! 
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Person	B	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

0 3.5  Good  Would definitely recommend it 

	
	
	
	

How well did you keep 
up with exercises? 

What do you plan to do going forward 
to help get your full range of emotions 

back? 

Please tell me any ideas you 
have for making the program 

better. 

Do you have any final comments, or anything else 
you want me to know? 

I did miss a few days 
here and there but 
usually never more then 
one day a week .  

I will keep going with the simple 
pleasures journal and I want to focus 
more on the guided imagery which I 
didn't do much of during this 
program. I might also find a therapist 
to talk to and try to find more 
cognitive exercises I can do to feel 
more .  

Maybe for those doing the 
home study , have a weekly 
or monthly coaching call for 
more guidance and feedback . 
possibly alternative exercises 
posted on the website to help 
for those struggling with 
keeping up with the journal  

I feel the program is working for me but I guess 
when I started I didn't realize that the programs aim 
was to take me to a halfway point of feeling . I had 
moments of knowing things were different and still 
do every day but I don't think I experienced true 
feelings yet , I can imagine feeling them if that 
makes sense and my senses have gotten stronger 
especially smell and taste . But I think if I always 
did the exercises and put my 100 per cent plus did 
the guided imagery I would be further along plus I 
think I don't notice the changes all the time because 
like Jackie said they are so subtle and also it's the 
new norm once the changes occur and we stop 
noticing them , overall I know the program works 
but I will need to stay more focused and keep going 
to keep getting all way back to 10   
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Person	C	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

COMMENTS What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

0 2.5 It really depends on the 
day. I've been up to a 4. 
Mostly 2 to 3. 

Good  Would definitely recommend it 

	
	

How well did you keep up with exercises? What do you plan to do going 
forward to help get your full 

range of emotions back? 

Please tell me any 
ideas you have for 

making the program 
better. 

Do you have any final comments, 
or anything else you want me to 

know? 

I kept up really well with the three I am grateful fors. I 
got really tired of what I would enjoy when I could feel. I 
probably wrote 25 pgs. of them and then decided 
journaling would be more beneficial so I have been doing 
that pretty well. I am only on week 7 of the videos. I have 
done the meditations weekly. I am so glad you are 
leaving the videos online because I intend to start over 
when I finish. My boyfriend and I broke up almost a 
month ago. Can you believe I was actually excited to feel 
sad and sob. I was so thrilled to be able to feel anything. I 
think this may have speeded up my recovery a little. 
Saturday night I forced myself to go to a dance. I was 
euphoric when I came home because men actually asked 
me to dance (I am a good dancer). I had a hard time 
getting to sleep. 

I plan to continue doing what 
I am doing. I have gone back 
to Weight Watchers. I have 
just found a buddy to go with 
me. I am exercising more. I'm 
taking showers most days, 
talking on the phone, trying 
to ACT AS IF even when I 
don't feel like it. I also really 
liked the idea of looking for 
inspirational sayings, funny 
movies, and books. I'm 
reading Joy Behar right now 
and just finished a Brene 
Brown. 

Overall, I think the 
program is excellent. 
If you could change 
up the "things I will 
enjoy when I don't 
have anhedonia" a 
little more. Add the 
lesson 14 ideas 
sooner or give other 
options as in one of 
the sessions with the 
individuals. 

Just that I feel excited and hopeful 
that I won't have this forever. I am 
starting an antidepressant 
tomorrow. It is with reluctance but 
the doctor feels it may really help 
and he reminds me that it isn't 
forever either.  Thank you so 
much. The website is SO user 
friendly except the day it locked 
me out. I appreciated your prompt 
personal response. Can't wait to 
see what you will do next. 
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Person	D	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

0.5 0.5  Good  Would definitely recommend it 

	
	

How well did you keep up with exercises? What do you plan to do 
going forward to help get 

your full range of 
emotions back? 

Please tell me any ideas 
you have for making the 

program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or anything else 
you want me to know? 

My mind is so freaking blank all the time that 
I could not even remember or have the 
motivation to go through the exercises. 
Nonetheless, the flatlining program seems to 
have sound empirical basis and I really 
believe it will provide big positive results over 
time if I can do it properly. I hope this year 
(2017) I will be able to do that because I just 
can't stand it anymore. It's been 11 years since 
this madness started and I'm only 31 years old. 
This is my last chance to have something that 
might be called a life or existence. The irony 
is that I have everything but the very ability to 
feel anything.   

(1) Flatlining program, 
(2) certain kind of 
meditations / 
visualizations / emotion 
simulations, (3) jiu-jitsu 
(strenuous physical 
activities are very 
needed for me to 
maintain my sanity) 

Once I have my 
successful story, I will 
come back with my 
insights. 

I hope you keep helping and educating people 
over the "flatlining" issue, especially once there 
is no other program about that out there, 
psychiatrists/physicians don't even know or are 
willing to admit the existence of this infirmity.   
Hence, having a structured program like yours 
online is invaluable for anyone struggling with 
the demons of flatlining, and for what I have 
seen, it is a lot of people.  Thank you for the 
time and energy you put in this project. I hope 
you keep working on it for a long time! 
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Person	E	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

0.5 3.5  Excellent Would definitely recommend it 

	
	
	

How well did you keep up 
with exercises? 

What do you plan to do going forward to 
help get your full range of emotions back? 

Please tell me any 
ideas you have for 

making the 
program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or anything else you 
want me to know? 

I did the exercises every 
week 

Going to continue with the exercises 
every day (and try not to get down on 
myself for missing a day or two every 
once in a while), and do 
meditation/guided imagery every week. 

 Thank you so much for this program! I have been 
dealing with this for seven years, and have tried so 
many different solutions, none of which made any 
impact on my flatlining, so to jump from .5 to 3.5 has 
been a really really big deal for me. I know that after 
seven years it's going to take especially long to get 
back to 10, but the progress so far helps me believe 
it's worth continuing with the exercises. It was such a 
source of comfort hearing the recordings of other 
people's experiences, because for seven years I had 
never met anyone who could fully understand what I 
was going through and how to articulate it. This has 
been such a huge help for me. Here's hoping I'm back 
at 10 sometime in the coming year. Thank you!! 
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Person	F	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

1 4.5  Excellent Would definitely recommend it 

	
	
	

How well did you keep up 
with exercises? 

What do you plan to do going forward to 
help get your full range of emotions back? 

Please tell me any ideas you have 
for making the program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or 
anything else you want me to know? 

I did the exercises every 
week 

I’m going to start back at week one and 
work my way down again. I’m going to 
continue doing my simple pleasures and 
guided imagery. I’m going to express how 
every moment made me “feel”. I’m going 
to continue getting out of my comfort 
zone that anhedonia has placed me in and 
take control of my life. I’m going to 
continue to find little things that’ll help 
me get back to 10 faster.  

N/A Thank you so much Jackie. I may not 
be at a 10 but I'm further than what I 
used to be. 
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Person	G	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

1 4.5 I think I am a 4 but my 
husband thinks I am a 5 

Excellent Would definitely recommend it 

	
	

How well did you keep up 
with exercises? 

What do you plan to do going forward to 
help get your full range of emotions back? 

Please tell me any ideas you have 
for making the program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or 
anything else you want me to know? 

I did the exercises every 
week 

Keep up with the exercises and start the 
program from week 1.   

I thought the program was 
excellent, you kept me motivated 
throughout.   I have listened to 
Thomas Liz and Brad for 16 
weeks and would really like an 
occasional update to see how they 
are doing. 

Just thank you so so much. X 
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Person	H	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

1 3  Excellent Would definitely recommend it 

	
	
	

How well did you keep up 
with exercises? 

What do you plan to do going forward to 
help get your full range of emotions back? 

Please tell me any ideas you have 
for making the program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or 
anything else you want me to know? 

• I did not do the exercises 
most weeks 
 

I plan and starting over from week one 
and I am going to be constant this time 
around. 
 

Text msg alerts reminding people 
to keep up with the exercises and 
I really like the idea of the group 
calls I think that would be very 
helpful. 
 

Thank you agian!!! lol 
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Person	I	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you 
end after doing 
the program? 

Comments What did you think overall 
about the program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

1.5 [Did not Answer] Still waiting for full 
restoration of my 
feelings. 

I had results immediately. I 
did the exercises everyday. I 
reached a point where I 
feared I was regressing but 
realized that I was not. I 
believe I was just getting use 
to feeling normal. I was 
getting further removed 
from feeling flat. 

Would definitely recommend it 

	
	
How well did you keep up 
with exercises? 

What do you plan to do 
going forward to help get 
your full range of emotions 
back? 

Please tell me any ideas you 
have for making the 
program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or anything else you want 
me to know?  

Because I saw results 
immediately, I, faithfully, 
did the simple pleasure 
exercises, every morning at 
the same time. Every 
evening, I did the 
appreciation exercises. 

I will continue the 
exercises and make a 
conscientious effort to 
appreciate simple 
pleasures. I have also 
found remembering 
pleasant experiences from 
my past has been very 
beneficial as well. I will 
continue to to recall these 
memories as well. 

I feel I may have benefited  
more from the recorded 
coaching sessions. [these 
recorded sessions are part 
of the home study course] 
Because I could not talk 
with you and ask you 
questions, I was able to 
have many questions 
answered through the 
coaching sessions. I found 
this very gratifying.  

I am very grateful that you have made this commitment to 
this program. I  rarely feel flat anymore. And if I do, it is 
only for a moment.  I still do not have all my feelings 
restored but I am trusting that as time goes on, I will. 
Unfortunately, I still have questions about my personal 
experience that are unanswered but I am grateful for the 
ones that have been answered through the coaching sessions 
and program. It is sad that there is little known about this 
and how to recover from it. I suffered too many years 
because I did not know what was wrong and how to correct 
it. Thank you and God Bless you!! 
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Person	J	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you 
end after doing 
the program? 

Comments What did you 
think overall about 

the program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

2 3.5 I am at 3.5 on most days but  have 
gone to a 5 at times-For me,I'm 
experience much less irritation 
and exhaustion from when I 
began the program! 

Excellent Would definitely recommend it 

	
	

How well did 
you keep up 

with 
exercises? 

What do you plan to do 
going forward to help 
get your full range of 

emotions back? 

Please tell me any ideas you have for making the 
program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or anything else you want me 
to know? 

I did the 
exercises 
most weeks 

I would like to repeat the 
entire program- I also 
plan on supplementing 
with brain training 
activities such as brain 
HQ and reading books 
on the topic of rewiring 
the brain to help continue 
learning and stimulating 
the brain. I plan on 
reading Appreciative 
Living and Soft Wired. In 
will never stop my 
gratitude journal and  
Pausing during the day 
to look for simple 
pleasures! 

I would have loved the program to continue past 
week 16, but completely respect the amount of time 
you have already dedicated to the program- As a 
former teacher I am aware of the hours that went 
into this amazing program! For  selfish reasons I 
wish it would be ongoing and I would have loved to 
been a participant  on the calls,communicating with 
you and others experiencing flat lining. In addition, I 
found the content or mini lessons on the brain 
extremely valuable- it helped me to gain hope  as 
well made me feel informed with reliable and solid 
brain Information, I was sad to see that end mid- 
way through the program but again realize you are 
one person making this program! I so looked 
forward to that piece of the program and many of 
those lessons have stuck with me and helped me 
through! I also think it would so helpful to have a 
parent perspective in the emotional support area- 
my heart went out to the young mom who dropped 
out of the program- there really is nothing worse 
than being a mom who can't bond or connect with 
her children. I would be happy  to share in writing or  
by phone If you are looking for a volunteer-  

I would need pages to properly thank you Jackie for developing a 
program for this awful condition that is really unknown to the world, 
including mental health experts and well known psychiatrists- I had 
thoroughly searched the Internet for 5 years before stumbling upon 
your page- I still find it hard to believe you are one person who took 
this into your own hands and made good on your promise to  those  
of us struggling to overcome flatlining! I hope you understand the 
impact your work has, for not only myself, but countless others who 
may encounter this terrible condition. I also want you to know I 
could feel (or should I say sense) your sincerity towards all  of us 
struggling;  you are genuine and compassionate. I really don't know 
where I would be without you..I am now a hopeful mother of two 
beautiful girls - if it takes me five more years to get to full feeling, I 
will never stop using what you've taught me- I have been thinking 
back to the over 20 plus   Medications I was put on for 
misdiagnosed postpartum depression (I was never depressed) and 
then my husband taking a $10,000 loan for me to try TMS (a 
magnetic stimulation to the brain)and now part of me is simply 
stunned that I myself just may have what it takes to reach full 
feeling- I'm working very hard to put behind feelings of what "could 
have been" and looking forward to what will be! ALL of my heartfelt 
gratitude goes out to you for changing the lives of those suffering 
with flatlining! ❤� 
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Person	K	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

• 2 
• I say 2 because I 

can sometimes 
feel negative 
emotions (like if 
lose job etc)  
 

2  I can understand how 
it might work for 
some people 

Would probably recommend it 

	
	

How well did you keep up 
with exercises? 

What do you plan to do going forward to 
help get your full range of emotions back? 

Please tell me any ideas you have 
for making the program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or 
anything else you want me to know? 

I did the exercises every 
week 

I will keep doing the exercises for a few 
months more, as due to the extreme length 
of my flatlining [this person had flatlining 
over 37 years] and mental stress from 
OCD,. slight possibility that it may take 
longer to work. 

None I can think of.  
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Person	L	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

3 [Did not answer.] I cannot believe how 
much better I feel! 

Excellent Would definitely recommend it 

	
	
	

How well did you keep up 
with exercises? 

What do you plan to 
do going forward to 

help get your full 
range of emotions 

back? 

Please tell me any ideas you 
have for making the program 

better. 

Do you have any final comments, or anything else you want me 
to know? 

I did the exercises for 14 
weeks and I was feeling so 
much better I stopped them. 
I did do the writing 7x per 
week for most weeks and 
then the last several weeks it 
was more like 5x/week. 

Take art classes and 
join groups in order 
to socialize more. 
Look up inspirational 
videos on you tube. 
Start meditating on a 
regular basis. 

In the Emotional Resources 
section outline ways to deal 
with the blocks around 
writing. Otherwise you have 
to wade back through the 
individual coaching 
recordings.  Also it would be 
great to have a moderated 
forum for those suffering 
with the problem to share 
ideas and seek for support. 

It would be good to advertise on depression forums about the 
program as there are many persons experimenting "in the dark" 
with supplements and other treatments with little or no 
success. "Surviving Antidepressants" is one such forum.     I 
know of no health professionals who acknowledge that long 
term anhedonia (unrelated to depresssion) is a problem. In my 
case it was from SSRI usage (Antidepressant Apathy 
Syndrome in the DSM 5). All I received was blank looks from 
several mental health professionals. Furthermore they wanted 
to label me as depressed despite my protests that my mood was 
fine.    Good to emphasize that if someone is depressed that 
they need to get help for the depression first as you know that 
anhedonia is a symptom.    Thanks for saving my "emotional 
life".  I had to see a therapist for several years after going to a 
psychiatrist to get on (and then off) Wellbutrin. I was so 
freaked out because I had read online that some people did not 
get back their emotions and motivation after many years and I 
did not want to waste another 10 years feeling subhuman.    
Amazing program!! I think the weekly assurance that things 
would get better really helped me to stop panicking, and the 
writing helped to rewire my brain. 
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Person	M	
	

Where Did You 
Start on the 

emotional scale 
from 0-10? 

Where did you end 
after doing the 

program? 

Comments What did you think 
overall about the 

program? 

Would you recommend this 
program to someone else with 

flatlining? 

3.5  
 

4  Good  Would probably recommend it 

	
	
	

How well did you keep up 
with exercises? 

What do you plan to do going forward to 
help get your full range of emotions back? 

Please tell me any ideas you have 
for making the program better. 

Do you have any final comments, or 
anything else you want me to know? 

I did the exercises most 
weeks 

Keeping up with my gratitude journal and 
use the guided imagery right before I go 
to sleep. 

More content after week 10. I am 
more engaged when there are new 
things available. 

Thank you for helping people with 
flatlining trying to get their emotions 
back. I realized after losing it how 
valuable this ability is to people's 
wellbeing.  

	


